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About This Game

You ring the mysterious bell. Next minute, you're riding in Santa's sleigh, dropping presents in chimneys. Welcome to Santa
Simulator where kids squeal with delight and adults become kids again.
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Santa Simulator will automatically appear in your library when you buy Richie's Plank Experience.

How to Play

Use the trigger on your controller to ring the bell and throw presents into the chimneys.

How many presents can you deliver?

0 - 5 presents: Santa School Student
5 - 10 presents: Shopping Centre Santa

10 - 20 presents: Elf Level Respect
20 - 30 presents: Hey, no professionals. Oh, you're not? Well you should be.

30 - 40 presents : Next in Line for the Santa Throne
50-70: You are Santa Claus

70+: You are Mrs Claus
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Publisher:
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It's weird.
Very, very weird.
You wont know what the hell is happening, but the gameplay is fun, exciting and unique among TD games I've played\/
If you've gotten a little bored of LSD then this will probably overdose you.
Play it.. A cool beat 'em up with nifty graphics and, as has been said already, captures that saturday morning cartoon feel. Two
things bother me, though. The least annoying is the lack of voice acting. The most annoying is the music which is the kind of
music ecstasy users stutter to at raves. Despite that Zheros is a lot of fun.. not worth the price. Truly a modern masterpiece. Lots
of fun !

DO TRY IT !

10\/10 !. Ohhh yeah. At first it was rather bland because it was a visual turn off. But I've been able to get past that. The sheer
size of things makes it unpredicable. Doooo eeeet!. I needed a time wasting game while i waited for my weekly show to come
out and it kept me occupied for almost 2 hours, its a pretty simple card game where the bigger number wins and you farm for
better cards theres even a combine system that allows you to mix recipies for better cards. i know this game is early access so
theres still alot more they can do with the game like adding a versus mode but thios game has great potential.. So this game is a
text adventure by Choice of Games, which has many games on its website and mobile devices. They create their own games and
host other games that people write using their software. If you care more about plot than cutscenes and running around then you
will like this game, if you don't then perhaps you should go play something else. I love visual novels, and this is very similar
except no pictures.
This is the third and final game of the original trilogy (they are supposed to release a fourth game with a different protagonist).
You can import your saves from the second game or start new. There are a lot of choices and endings in this game, or at least it
seemed like there were more compared to the first one. The major villian from the first game shows up as a companion this
time, and now you are on the run from the law. Your parents, who were put in jail for killing a supervillain, are about to be
executed, and you need to find a way to save them without getting arrested. There are several romances, and you can be
male/female and gay/straight. All the romances from the firs two games show up again, and new ones are also avaliable..
Hahaha...

No, I Don't Recommand this game.. very cool game to play with firneds is so mach fann tu play wiht tehm adnn ikill dem and
yaea, is relly coool!
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Good casual tower defense game. Not too difficult and perfect for kids or casual adult gamers. The graphics are fun, the sound
and music are fun, and the progression is good as you move through the 60 levels. Progression allows you to add more objects
on the field. Some of these objects are different devices that shoot in different ways. Some freeze them, some use lasers to hit
multiple targets, and more. Other objects are one time use objects such as a bomb, or an invite to 3 other friends to give you 4
shooters. Your main character is also a shooter at all times. While you can build different towers, you also get to use your
character to attack the dinosaurs. Your character adds as a hero in a sense where entire battles can be won just using your
character and not build a single tower. The dinosaurs vary and are quite different. Some dinosaurs fly, some run, some go really
slow. Some are easy to kill while others take a lot of hits to go down.

Overall you must stop the dinosaurs from eating your steak on your BBQ. If all three steaks are eaten, then you lose the round
and must start over. The achievements are fairly easy on this game. If you are good, then you may find the last achievement of
killing 10,000 dinosaurs a bit of grind, but it's not an impossible grind and doesn't take that long to accomplish. Overall, I'm glad
I played this game and recommend it if you are looking for a casual tower defense game.. Bad combat - bad control systems -
bad game. Nice little game and definitely has potetial. I am exicted about the upcoming project from Phodex Games.
Really enjoyed the atmosphere and the levels, however the AI wasn't very smart :D .. Chaprter 1 was really good I thought,
Chapter 2 was the worst garbage waste of money I have spent in awhile. (IMO). For free, definitely try these out!

Very varying (mini) games.
While they are definitely not polished or as good as I would like them to be, they can still be enjoyable proof of concepts..
E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I highly recommend this DLC. There are plenty of new characters added with good dialogue and personalities. The story is great
with an ending decision that can be discussed between friends all day long. The new setting reminds me of Solstheim in
Skyrim's Dragonborn DLC with new locations, new quests, new items, and new problems to resolve.. I played Superfighters, the
flash game, when I was pretty young--I played it for hours with my friends. That game captured an epic James Bond, cheesy-
action-movie sort of vibe like no other game did. A year ago or so, I remembered that game and looked it up, only to find the
same creators are hard at work making it into a full game!

Superfighters Deluxe captures that same hilarity of the original while being a legitimately competitive game, fun to watch and to
play. Right now there's a quaint, dedicated community of players who all are nice from my experience. This is a true classic
which seems to be somehow under the radar.

edit: This game also uses Steam Workshop which is pretty cool.. if your driver are broke than use this program, it gonna fix all
drivers to new and boost you FPS or Internet. One of the best optimized games for PC. Runs like a dream. Extremely competent
low level API usage. And the game is also a lot of fun. Great gun play, good level design and tight controls. Would love to see a
sequel. Well done Rebellion.. I hoped that after the fith major patch, like they call it, this game would be fun...but everytime i
start that crap, the only thing i see ist citadels.exe is not working anymore
Do not buy it
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